HOW TO
PLAY LET IT
RIDE BONUS
POKER
YOUR GUIDE TO PLAYING
CASINO TABLE GAMES

northern indiana

Please see the Players Club for complete details and official rules. Hard
Rock Casino Northern Indiana may modify or cancel promotions at any
time with the approval of the Indiana Gaming Commission. Non-transferable. Non-negotiable. Must
be 21 or older to gamble. Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-9-WITH-IT.

PLAYING
THE GAME
HOW IT WORKS
Let It Ride Poker is an exciting five card poker game
where each player gets dealt three cards out of a
standard 52 card deck and uses the two community
cards in the middle of the table to make their best
five card poker hand.
There are three betting areas, labeled “1”, “2”, and
“$”, on the table for the base game of Let It Ride
Bonus Poker. These bets are mandatory and must all
be of equal value in order to play the game. There
is also an optional 3 Card Bonus bet that may be
made.
Play begins with the player looking at their three cards
and deciding if they want to remove their “1” bet
or “Let It Ride.” A player wanting to remove the bet
will make a scratching motion on the table with their
cards and the dealer will then push the “1” bet off the
betting circle and back to the player. Those wanting
to “Let It Ride” will make a waving motion with their
hand to indicate that they do not want to remove
the“1” bet. The dealer will expose the first of the two
community cards and players will now have the
option of removing their “2” bet in the same manner.
Following that, the player will tuck their cards under
the last bet and the dealer will expose the second
community card.
The dealer will then pay or take the bets left
remaining in the betting circles according to the
following pay table.

Hand

Base Pay
Payout

Royal Flush

1000 to 1

Straight Flush

200 to 1

Four-of-a-Kind

50 to 1

Full House

11 to 1

Flush

8 to 1

Straight

5 to 1

Three-of-a-Kind

3 to 1

Two Pair

2 to 1

Pair 10’s or Better

1 to 1

Hand

3 Card Bonus
Pay Table

Straight Flush

40 to 1

Three-of-a-Kind

30 to 1

Straight

6 to 1

Flush

3 to 1

Pair

1 to 1

Let It Ride Bonus Poker also offers a progressive bonus
bet that is described in the progressive jackpot rules
of the game.

